Abstract-In this paper, we provide details of a robotic system that can automate the task of picking and stowing objects from and to a rack in an e-commerce fulfillment warehouse. The system primarily comprises of four main modules: (1) Perception module responsible for recognizing query objects and localizing them in the 3-dimensional robot workspace; (2) Planning module generates necessary paths that the robot endeffector has to take for reaching the objects in the rack or in the tote; (3) Calibration module that defines the physical workspace for the robot visible through the on-board vision system; and (4) Gripping and suction system for picking and stowing different kinds of objects. The perception module uses a faster region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) to recognize objects. We designed a novel two finger gripper that incorporates pneumatic valve based suction effect to enhance its ability to pick different kinds of objects. The system was developed by IITK-TCS team for participation in the Amazon Picking Challenge 2016 event. The team secured a fifth place in the stowing task in the event. The purpose of this article is to share our experiences with students and practicing engineers and enable them to build similar systems. The overall efficacy of the system is demonstrated through several simulation as well as real-world experiments with actual robots.
I. INTRODUCTION
Warehouses are important links in the supply chain between the manufacturers and the end consumers. People have been increasingly adopting automation to increase the efficiency of managing and moving goods through warehouses [1] . This is becoming even more important for e-commerce industries like Amazon [2] that ships millions of items to its customers worldwide through its network of fulfillment centres. These fulfillment centres are sometimes are big as nine football pitches [3] employing thousands of people for managing inventories. While these warehouses employ IoT and IT infrastracture [4] , [5] to keep track of goods moving in and out of the facility, it still requires the staffs to travel several miles each day in order to pick or stow products from or to different racks [3] . The problem related to the goods movement was solved by the introduction of mobile platforms like KIVA systems [6] * The authors are associated with Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh, India.
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‡The corresponding author for this paper that could carry these racks autonomously to human 'pickers' who would then, pick things from these racks while standing at one place. These mobile platforms could then be programmed [7] [8] to follow desired paths demarcated using visual [9] or magnetic markers [10] . However, it still needs people to pick or stow items from or to these racks. Amazon hires several hundred people during holiday seasons, like Christmas or New Year, to meet this increased order demands. Given the slimmer operating margins, e-commerce industries can greatly benefit from deploying robotic 'pickers' that can replace these humans. This transition is illustrated in Figure 1 . The left hand side of this figures shows the current state of affairs where a human picks or stows items from or to the racks, which are brought to the station by mobile platforms. The right hand side of this figure shows the future where robots will be able to do this task autonomously. In the later case, it won't be required to bring the racks to a picking station anymore if the robot arm is itself mounted on a mobile platform [11] . However, building such robots that can pick / stow items from / to these racks with the accuracy, dexterity and agility of a human picker is still far too challenging. In order to spur the advancement of research and development in this direction, Amazon organizes annual competition known as 'Amazon Picking Challenge' [12] every year since 2015. In this competition, the participants are presented with a simplified version of the problem where they are required to design robots that can pick and stow items autonomously from or to a given rack. The picking task involves moving items from a rack and place them into a tote while the stowing task involves moving items from the tote to the rack. The objects to be picked or stowed are general household items that varies greatly in size, shape, appearance, hardness and weight. Since there is no constraint on how the products are organized on the rack or the tote, there are several possibilities of configuration one might encounter during the actual operation. This uncertainty that may arise due to factors like occlusion, variation in illumination, pose, viewing angle etc. makes the problem of autonomous picking and stowing extremely challenging.
This paper provides the details of the proposed system that can accomplish this task and share our experiences of participating in the APC 2016 event held in Leipzig, Germany. The proposed system primarily consists of three main modules: (1) Calibration, (2) Perception, (3) Motion Planning as shown in Figure 2 . Some of the distinctive features of our implementation are as follows. In contrast to other participants, we took a minimalistic approach making use of minimum number of sensors necessary to accomplish the task. These sensors were mounted on the robot itself and the operation did not require putting any sensor in the environment. Our motivation has been to develop robotic systems that can work in any environment without requiring any modification to the existing infrastructure. The second distinctive feature of our approach was our lightweight object recognition system that could run on a moderate GPU laptop. The object recognition system uses a trained Faster RCNN based deep network [13] to recognize objects in an image. Deep network requires large number of training examples for higher recognition accuracy. The training examples are generated and annotated through a laborious manual process requiring considerable amount of time and effort. Moreover, larger training set requires larger time for training the network for a given GPU configuration. In a deviation to the usual trend, a hybrid method is proposed to reduce the number of training examples required for obtaining a given detection accuracy. Higher detection accuracy corresponds to tighter bounding box around the target object while lesser training examples will result in bigger bounding box around the target object. The exact location for making contact with the object within this bounding box is computed using an algorithm that uses surface normals and depth curvatures to segment the target object from its background and finds suitable graspable affordance to facilitate its picking. In other words, the limitations of having smaller training set is overcome by an additional step which uses depth information to localize the targets within the bigger bounding box obtained from the RCNN network. This is another step which helps us in maintaining our minimalistic approach towards solving the problem. This approach allowed us to achieve accuracy of about 90 ± 5% in object recognition by training the RCNN network using only 5000 images as opposed to other participants who used more than 20,000 images and high end GPU machines. The third distinctive feature of this paper is the details that has been put in to explain the system integration process which, we believe, would be useful for students, researchers and practicing engineers in reproducing and replicating similar systems for other applications.
In short, the major contributions made in this paper could be summarized as follows: (1) a novel hybrid perception method is proposed where depth information is used to compensate for the lesser size of dataset required for a training a deep network based object recognition system. (2) The proposed system uses minimal resources to accomplish the complete task. It essentially uses only one Kinect sensor in a Eyein-hand configuration for all perception task in contrast to others [14] who used expensive camera like Ensenso [15] . (3) An innovative gripper design is provided that combines both suction as well as gripping action. (4) A detailed description of the system implementation is provided which will be useful for students, researchers and practicing engineers. The performance of the proposed system is demonstrated through rigorous simulation and experiments with actual systems. The current system can achieve a pick rate of approximately 2-3 objects per minute.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An overview of various related work is provided in the next section. A formal definition of the problem to be solved in this paper is described in Section II. The system architecture and schematic of the system that is developed to solve this problem is described in Section III. The details of methods for each of these modules are described in detail in Section IV. The system performance as well as the results of various experiments are provided in Section V. The conclusion and direction for future work is provided in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
As described before the objective of this work is to replace humans for picking and stowing tasks in an e-commerce warehouse as shown in Figure 1 . The schematic block diagram of our proposed system which can accomplish this objective is shown in Figure 2 . The list of items to be picked or stowed is provided in the form of a JSON file. The system comprises of a rack, a tote and a 6 DOF robotic arm with appropriate vision system and end-effector for picking items from the rack or the tote.
The task is to develop a robotic system that can automatically pick items from a rack and put them in a tote and vice-versa. The reverse task is called the stowing task. The information about the rack as well as the objects to be picked or stowed are known apriori. The rack specified by APC 2016 guidelines had 12 bins arranged in a 4×3 grid. There were about 40 objects in total which were provided to each of the participating teams.
In the pick task, the robot is expected to move items from the shelves of a rack to a tote. A subset of the 40 objects (known apriori) were randomly distributed in these 12 bins. Each bin would contain minimum of one and maximum of 10 items and the list of items at individual bins are known. Multiple copies of the same item could be placed in the same bin or in different bin. The bins may contain items which are partially occluded or in contact with other items or the wall of the bin. In other words, there is no constraint on how the objects would be placed in these bins. A json file is given prior to start the task which contain the details about which item is in which bin and what items are to be picked up from these bins. The task is to pick 12 specified items, only one from each of the bin in any sequence and put it into the tote.
In the stow task, the robot is supposed to move items from a tote and place them into bins on the shelf. The tote contained 12 different items, which are placed in such a way that some The rest of the items are placed in the bins so that each bin can have minimum one item and maximum 10 items. The task is to stow 12 items from the tote one by one in any sequence and put them into any bin.
The challenge was to get the robot to pick or stow autonomously as many items as it could within 15 minutes. Different objects carried different reward points if they were picked or stowed successfully. Penalty was imposed on making mistakes such as picking or stowing wrong items, dropping them midway or damaging the items or the rack during robot operation etc.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE The schematic block diagram of the complete system is shown in Figure 2 . The system reads the query items one by one from a JSON file. The JSON file also provides the bin location for each of these queried items. The robot has to pick these items from their respective bins. Since there could be several other objects in the bin, robot has to identify and localize the target object inside these bins. The system consists of the following three main components: (1) Calibration module, (2) Perception module, and (3) Motion planning module. The calibration module is used for defining the workspace of the robot with respect to the rack and the tote. It computes the necessary transformations needed for converting image features into physical real world coordinates. The perception module is responsible for recognizing queried items, localize them in the bin and find the respective physical coordinates which can be used by robot for motion planning. The motion planning module generates necessary robot configuration trajectories and motion to reach the object, pick it using suction or gripping action and move it to a tote. This module makes use of several sensors to detect the completion of the task. Once the task is completed, the system moves to the next item in the JSON query list.
The system is implemented using Robot Operating System (ROS) framework [16] . The operation of the complete system is divided into different modules each performing a specific task. Each of these modules are made available as a node which are the basic computation units in a ROS environment. These nodes communicate with each other using topics, services and parameter servers. Readers are advised to go through basic ROS tutorials available online 1 in order to understand these concepts before proceeding further. Topics are unidirectional streaming communication channels where data is continuously published by the generating node and other nodes can access this data by subscribing to this topic. In case, nodes are required to receive a response from other nodes, it can be done through services. The complete set of modules which are required for building the complete system is shown in Figure 3 . These modules or nodes run on different computing machines which are connected to a common LAN. The dotted line indicate service calls which execute a particular task on demand basis. All these modules are controlled by a central node named "apc controller". Simulation environment and RVIZ visualizer is also part of this system and is made available as an independent node.
IV. THE METHODS
In this section, we provide the details of underlying methods for each of the modules described in the previous section.
A. System Calibration
The calibration step is needed to define the workspace of the robot as seen through a camera so that the robot can reach any visible location in the workspace. The calibration is an important step in all robotic systems that use camera as a sensor to perceive the environment. The purpose is to the transform the points visible in the camera plane to the physical Cartesian plane. A number of methods have been devised for calibration the normal RGB cameras [17] [18] which try to estimate the camera parameters so that the required transformation from pixel coordinates to 3D Cartesian coordinates could be carried out. The depth estimation has been simplified with the advent of RGBD camera such as Kinect [19] [20] which provides depth value for each RGB pixel of the image frame.
In this work, a Kinect RGBD camera is used in eye-inhand configuration to detect as well as find the Cartesian coordinate of a query object with respect to its frame F K . These coordinates are required to be transformed into robot base frame coordinate F R so that it can be reached by the robot. In order to do this, it is necessary to know the transformation between the Kinect camera frame F K and the robot end-effector frame F E . The corresponding frames are shown in Figure 4 . The transformation between the frames F E and F R is known through the forward kinematics of the robot manipulator. Hence the calibration step aims at finding this transformation between the robot end effector frame F e and the Kinect frame F K as explained below.
Let us consider a set of points {P points are obtained by moving the robot so that the robot endeffector touches these points which are visible in the Kinect camera frame. Since these two sets refer to the same set of physical locations, the relation between them may be written as
where {R, t} denotes the corresponding Rotation and translation needed for the transformation between the coordinate frames. These equations are solved for {R, t} using least square method based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [21] [22] as described below. The centroid of these points is given bȳ
and the corresponding Covariance matrix is given by
Given SVD of covariance matrix C = U SV T , the rotation matrix R and translation vector t are given by
The RMS error between the actual points and the points computed using estimated {R, t} is shown in Figure 5 and the corresponding points are shown in Figure 6 . The points are shown with respect to the robot base coordinate frame. The red points are the actual points and the yellow points are computed using estimated values of {R, t}. It is possible to obtain an RMS error of 1 cm with as small as 8 points. 
B. Rack detection
Rack detection involves finding the corners of the rack and the bin centers automatically from an RGBD image recorded by the on-board Kinect camera. The bin corners information is useful for defining region of interest (ROI) for identifying objects within the bin. The bin corners and centres are also useful for planning motion to and inside the bins for picking objects. The bins in the rack are in form of a grid structure consisting of 4 vertical and 5 horizontal lines, and hence the bin corners can be identified by the intersection of vertical and horizontal lines. The vertical and the horizontal lines on the rack are detected using Hough line transform [23] . 
Once the corners are known, the bin centre can be computed as the mean of its centres. The Figure 7 (a) shows the vertical and horizontal lines detected using an OpenCV [24] implementation for Hough transform 3 . The intersection points computed using above equations are shown in Figure 7 (b) where the bin corners are shown in red while the bin centres are shown in green. Note that only three middle horizontal lines and two outer vertical lines are required to be detected. Rest of the points can be estimated using the prior knowledge of rack geometry.
C. Object Recognition
Recognition and localization of an object in an image have been a fundamental and challenging problems in computer vision since decades [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . In the era of deep learning, CNN has been widely used for object recognition task and it has shown outstanding performance [29] , [30] , [13], [31] as compared to the conventional hand-crafted feature based object recognition techniques [27] , [28] . Techniques, like deformable parts models (DPM) [32] uses a sliding window method where at every evenly spaced spatial location the classifier is trained. The approach hence fails to progress further due to huge computational complexity. Eventually, in 2014 R-CNN was introduced by Girshick et al. [33] , which use region proposal methods to generate potential bounding boxes at the first stage. Then the classifier is trained on each of these proposed boxes. The bounding boxes are fine-tunned by postprocessing followed by eliminating duplicate detection and reevaluating the box based on objects in the scene. There are other variants of R-CNN with improved recognition accuracy and faster execution time. Some of theses are presented in [34] , [13] , [35] .
In a recent work Redmon et al. proposes you only look once (YOLO) [35] , where the object detection is transformed to a single regression problem. The approach improves the performance in terms of computational cost, however, the recognition accuracy is slightly inferior as compared to the Faster RCNN [13] . We use Faster RCNN as a base for our object recognition and localization task, as it localizes the objects in an image in real-time with very high recognition accuracy.
In APC 2016, object detection is considered to be a challenging problem due to varying illumination conditions, placement of the objects in different orientation and depths inside the rack. In case of stowing, the objects in the tote can be fully or partially occluded by other objects. These, resulted in a very complex object recognition task.
We have combined the deep learning approach and standard image processing techniques for robust object detection. We are using Faster RCNN based deep neural network to find the bounding box of the target object. A second step verification of target object in the bounding box provided by RCNN is performed using random forest classifier. We have done fine tuning of pretrained object detection model with our own dataset. The details of the data preparation, training and verification step are given in the below sections.
Annotation: We have prepared two different training datasets for picking and stowing task. We have annotated 150 RGB images per object with different orientations and backgrounds for each task. A total of 6000 images were annotated for each task.
Training models: To do object detection task, which includes classification and localisation, we are using VGG-16 layered classification network in combination with Region proposal Networks. RPN are basically fully covolutional network which takes an image as input and outputs a set of rectangular object proposals, each with an objectness score. It is a 16 layered classification network which consists of 13 convolution layers and 3 fully connected layers. These RPN share convolutional layers with object detection networks due to which it does not add significant computation at run time( 10ms per image). We have fine tuned VGG-16 pretrained model of faster RCNN for our own dataset of 6000 images for 40 different objects.
Object Verification: We have added an additional step in object detection pipeline to verify object in the window proposed by RCNN. It uses shape and color information to verify the presence of the object. Both shape and color informations are incorporated as a feature vector and a random forest is used to classify each pixel inside the object box. After finding the most probable region inside the window using random forest, we apply a meanshift algorithm to obtain the suction point for that object. The details of the feature (shape and color) and classifier used are explained below:
Shape and color information as a feature: As we know, any 3D surface of the object is characterized by the surface normals at each point in the pointcloud. The angle between neighboring normals at interest points on any suface can be used to the shape of any object. A shape histogram is created for each object model which is used as a shape feature vector. Similarly, we are incorporating color information in the feature using color and grayscale histogram of the objects.
Random Forest: After computing histograms, all three histograms are concatenated as a 37 dimensional feature vector for each object. The training data is prepared by extracting features from pointcloud and RGB data for each object. A Random forest classifier is trained for each object with One vs all strategy. In one vs all, the target object features are trained as positive class and rest all features are considered as negative class. The number of trees and depth of the trees used in the random forest are 100 and 30 respectively. 
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Robot controller 13: end for D. Grasping Grasping involves two steps -finding grasp pose for the target object then making actual motion to make physical contact with the object. The first part is usually difficult and has attracted a lot of attention over last couple of decades. There are primarily two approaches to solve the grasping problem -one of them makes use of known 3D CAD models [36] and the other one which does not require these CAD models [37] [38] [39] . The latter method directly works on the partial depth point cloud obtained from a range sensor. Quite recently, researchers are exploring the use of deep learning networks to detect grasping directly from images [40] [41] .
In this paper we follow the latter approach where we detect the graspable affordance for the recognized object directly from the RGBD point cloud obtained from the on-board Kinect camera. Figure 10 shows the schematic block diagram of the method employed for grasp pose detection. Input to this scheme is an RGBD point cloud of the bin viewed by the on-board robot camera. The bounding box of the query object is obtained by the RCNN based object recognition system. The bounding box returned by the RCNN module may have a bigger size than the object itself depending on the amount of training of the network used. This bounding box acts as the region of interest (ROI) for finding graspable regions. This bounding box may contain parts of the background as well other objects in the vicinity. Within this ROI, a clustering method combined with region growing algorithm [42] [43] is used to create several surface segments by identifying discontinuity in the space of surface normals [44] [45] [46] . Apart from having different surfaces for different objects and backgrounds, there can be multiple surface segments for the same object. Then the background segments are separated from the foreground target segments using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [47] [47] of the identified object using both color (RGB) and depth curvature information. Once the background segments are discarded, a primitive shape is identified for the object using empirical rules based on surface normals, radius of curvature, alignment of surfaces etc. Once the shape is identified, the best graspable affordance for the object is computed using a modified version of the method presented in [47] . The complete details for the method is beyond the scope of this paper and will be made available as a separate publication. The outcome of this algorithm is discussed in the experiment section later in this paper.
E. Motion Planning
In case of industrial manipulators where one does not have access to internal motor controllers, motion planning refers to providing suitable joint angle position (or velocity) trajectories needed for taking the robot from one pose to another. In other words, motion planning becomes a path planning problem which is about finding way point poses between the current pose and the desired end-effector pose. The problem of generating collision free paths for manipulators with increasingly larger number of links is quite complex and has attracted considerable interest over last couple of decades. Readers can refer to [48] for an overview of these methods. These methods could be primarily divided into two categories -local and global. Local methods start from a given initial configuration and step towards final configuration by using local information of the workspace. Artificial potential field-based methods [49] [50] [51] are one such category of methods where the search is guided along the negative gradient of artificially created vector fields. On the other hand, global methods use search algorithms over the entire workspace to find suitable paths. Some of the examples of global methods are probabilistic roadmaps (PRM) [52] [53]and Cell-decomposition based CSpace methods [54] [55] . Rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) [56] is one of the most popular PRM method used for path planning. Many of these state-of-the-art algorithms are available in the form of the open motion planning library (OMPL) [57] which has been integrated into several easy-touse software packages like Moveit! [58] , Kautham [59] and OpenRave [60] .
In this paper, we have used Moveit! package available with ROS [16] for building motion planning algorithms for UR5 robot manipulator. The simulation is carried out using Gazebo [61] environment. Some of the snapshots of the robot are shown in Figure 11 . The robot starts its operation from its home pose which is shown in Figure 11 (a). The pose is so selected so that the entire rack is visible from the on-board Kinect camera (not shown in the picture). This image is used for system calibration process as described in Section IV-A and IV-B respectively. Once the bin number is obtained from the JSON query file, the robot moves to the bin view pose shown in Figure 11(b) . At this pose, a close up picture of the bin is taken by the Kinect camera mounted on the wrist of the robot. Every bin has a pre-defined bin view pose which is selected so as to get a good view of the bin. The desired pose necessary for picking an item in the bin is obtained from the object recognition and grasping algorithm. One such desired pose is shown in Figure 11 (c). The robot configuration trajectory generated by the motion planning algorithm is shown in Figure  11 (d). It also performs collision avoidance by considering the rack (shown in green color) as an obstacle.
The sequence of steps involved in carrying out motion planning for the pick task is shown in Figure 12 . It primarily involves four steps. The motion for segments 1 and 4 are executed using pre-defined joint angles as these poses do not change during the pick task. However, the motion planning for segment 2 (pre-grasp motion) and segment 3 (post-grasp motion) is carried out using RRT algorithm during the runtime. This is because the desired pose required for grasping the object will vary from one object to another and hence, the paths are required to be determined in the run-time. The on-line motion planning uses flexible collision library (FCL) [62] to generate paths for robot arm that avoid collision with the rack as well as the objects surrounding the target item. In order to avoid collision with the rack, the bin corners obtained from the rack detection module, described in Section IV-B, is used to define primitive boxes for each wall of the bin. These primitive boxes, shown in green color in Figure 13(a) , are then treated as obstacles in the motion planning space. Similarly, the collision with other objects in the bin is achieved by creating 3D occupancy map called OctoMap [63] which converts point cloud into 3D voxels. This OctoMap feed is added to the Moveit motion planning scene and FCL is used for avoiding collision with the required objects. The OctoMap output of a 3D point cloud is shown in Figure 13(b) .
F. End-effector Design
Amazon Picking Challenge focusses on solving the challenges involved in automating picking and stowing various kinds of retail goods using robots. These items include both rigid as well as deformable objects of varied shape and size. The maximum specified weight was about 1.5 Kgs. A snapshot of typical objects that were specified for the APC 2015 event [12] is shown in Figure 14 . The authors in [64] provide a rich dataset for these objects which can be used for developing algorithms for grasping and pose estimation. It was necessary to design an end-effector which could grasp or pick all kinds of objects. We designed two kinds of end-effectors to solve this problem which are described below. (a) Avoiding collision with Rack (b) Avoiding collision with Objects using Octomap Fig. 13 : Collision avoidance during motion planning. In (a), the green color shows the obstacle created using primitive shapes. In (b) Octomap is used to create 3D voxels for each object which are considered as obstacles during motion planning.
1) Suction-based end-effector:
This end-effector essentially makes use of a vacuum suction system to pull the objects towards it and hold it attached to the end-effector. Such a system was successfully used by the TU-Berlin team [65] in the APC 2015 event where they came out as clear winners. A normal household cleaner could be used as the robot endeffector. It was sufficient only to make the nozzle end of the vacuum suction to reach any point on the object to be picked irrespective of its orientation. However, the suction can work only if it makes contact with the object with sufficient surface area necessary to block the cross-section of the suction pipe. One such system designed for our system is shown in Figure  15 . The cross section of the suction pipe should be big enough to generate necessary force to lift the object. It can not be used for picking small objects having smaller cross section area, for instance, a pen or a pencil or a metal dumbbell having narrow cylindrical surface. A more close-up view of the suction cup is shown in Figure 15(b) . A set of IR sensors are used inside the bellow cup in order to detect the successful pick operation for a given object. A fine mesh is embedded inside the cup to prevent finer and soft materials like cotton or clothes from getting sucked into the tube and thereby, damaging the endeffector.
2) Combining Gripping with Suction: This particular design was employed by the MIT team [66] during the APC 2015 event. In this design, they combined a parallel jaw gripper with a suction system. They also used a compliant spatula to emulate scooping action. In this design, suction was used for picking only very few items which could not be picked by the parallel jaw gripper and hence, a employed single bellow cup capable of picking smaller items. Inspired by this design, we developed a similar hybrid gripper by combining suction cups with a two finger gripper as shown in Figure 16 . This gripper was designed to lift a weight of around 2 Kgs. It uses a single actuator with rack pinion mechanism to achieve linear motion between the fingers. The stationary finger houses two bellow cups while the moving finger houses one bellow cup. Hence, it is possible to pick bigger objects through suction by increasing the space between the fingers. The bellow cups are actuated by pneumatic valves that create suction by diverting pressurized air through them. The actual gripper assembly with pneumatic valves and pipes are shown in Figure 17 
G. Robot Manipulator Model
In order to carry out simulation for the actual system, one may need the forward kinematic model of the robot being used. This can be derived using the D-H parameters [67] of the robot. The D-H parameters for UR5 robot [68] is Table I and the corresponding axes for deriving these values are shown in Figure 18 . The forward kinematic model thus obtained can be used for solving inverse kinematics of the robot manipulator, developing visual servoing and other motion planning algorithms. In the rest of this section, we describe three popular methods for solving inverse kinematics. The readers are referred to [67] [69] for more detailed treatment on the subject. The forward-kinematic equation is given by the following equation:
Let us assume that q ∈ R n and x ∈ R m . For a redundant manipulator, n > m. By taking time-derivative on both sides of the above equation, we geṫ
where J is the m×n dimensional Jacobian of the manipulator. The joint angles for a given end-effector pose x d can be obtained using matrix pseudo-inverse as shown below:
where J † (q) represents the inverse of the Jacobian matrix J. If (J T J) is invertible, the pseudo-inverse is given by the MoorePenrose inverse equation:
This is otherwise known as the least square solution which minimizes the cost function ẋ − Jq 2 . The equation (8) is considered as a solution for an over-constrained problem where the number of equations (m) is less than the number of variables n and rank(J) ≤ n.
If (JJ T ) is invertible, then pseudo-inverse is the minimum norm solution of the least square problem given by the following equation:
The equation (9) is considered to be a solution for an underconstrained problem where the number of equations m is less than the number of unknown variables n. Note that the equation (9) is also said to provide the right pseudoinverse of J as JJ † = I. Note that, J † J ∈ R n×n and in general, J † J = I.
1) Null space optimization:
An other property of the pseudoinverse is that the matrix I − J † J is a projection of J onto nullspace. Such that for any vector ψ that satisfies J(I − J † J)ψ = 0, the joint angle velocities could be written asq
In general, for m < n, (I − J † J) = 0, and all vectors of the form (I −J † J)ψ lie in the null space of J, i.e., J(I −J † J)ψ = 0. By substituting ψ =q 0 in the above equation, the general inverse kinematic solution may be written aṡ
where (I − J † J) is a projector of the joint velocity vectorq 0 onto N (J). The typical choice of the null space joint velocity vector isq
with k 0 > 0 and w(q) is a scalar objective function of the joint variables and ∂w(q) ∂q T represents the gradient of w. A number of constraints could be imposed by using this objective function. For instance, the joint limit avoidance can be achieved by selecting the objective function as
whereq i is the middle value of joint angles while q iM (q im ) represent maximum (minimum) value of joint angles. The effect of the null space optimizing on joint angle norm is shown in Figure 19(d) . As one can see from this figure, the null space optimization for joint limit avoidance leads to a solution with smaller joint angle norm compared to the case when self motion is not used.
2) Inverse Kinematics as a control problem:
The inverse kinematic problem may also be formulated as a closed-loop control problem as described in [70] . Consider the end-effector pose error and its time derivative be give as follows:
By selecting the joint velocities aṡ
the closed loop error dynamics becomeṡ
Hence the control law (15) stabilizes the closed loop error dynamics and the error will converge to zero if K p is positive definite. The homogeneous part of the inverse kinematic solution in (10) could be combined with (15) in order to obtained a generalized closed loop inverse kinematic solution.
3) Damped Least Square Method: The pseudo-inverse method for inverse kinematics is given by
In damped least square method, the ∆q is selected so as to minimize the following cost function
This gives us the following expression for joint angle velocities:
The inverse kinematic solutions computed using these conventional methods are shown in Figure 19 20 respectively. Figure 19(a) shows the inverse kinematic solution obtained for a given pose using null space optimization method that avoids joint limits as explained above. The corresponding joint angles are within their physical limits as shown in Figure  19 (b). Figure 20 shows the joint configurations for reaching all bin centres of the rack.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The actual system developed for accomplishing the task of automated picking and stowing is shown in Figure 21 . The system comprises of a 6 DOF UR5 robot manipulator with a suction based end-effector, a rack with 12 bins in a 3 × 4 grid. The end-effector is powered by a household vacuum cleaner. It uses a Kinect RGBD sensor in an eye-in-hand configuration for carrying out all perception tasks. As explained in Section III, the entire system runs on three laptops connected to each other through ethernet cables. One of these laptops is a Dell Mobile Precision 7710 workstation with a NVIDIA Quadro M5000M GPU process with 8GB of GPU RAM. This laptop is used for running the RCNN network for object detection. The other two laptops have a normal Intel i7 processor with 16 GB of system RAM. The distribution of various nodes on the machines are shown in Figure 3 . It is also possible to run the whole system on a single system having necessary CPU and GPU configuration required for the task. The videos showing the operation of the entire system using a suction end-effector [71] [72] and a two-finger gripper [73] is made available on internet for the convenience of the readers. The readers can also use the source codes [74] made publicly available under MIT license for their own use.
A. Response time
The computation time for different modules of the robotic pick & place system is provided in Table II . As one can see the majority of time is spent in image processing as well as in executing robot motions. Our loop time for picking each object is about 24 seconds which leads to a pick rate of approximately 2.5 objects per minute. The rack detection and system calibration is carried out only once during the whole operation and does not contribute towards the loop time. 
B. Grasping and Suction
The working of our custom gripper is shown in Figure 22 . The maximum clearance between the fingers is about 7 cm and it has been designed to pick up a payload of 2 Kgs. The gripper can grasp things using an antipodal configuration [75] as shown in Figure 22 (a). The suction is applied whenever it is not possible to locate grasping affordances on the object. The bellow cups are positioned normal to the surface of the object being picked as shown in Figure 22 (b). For grasping, it is necessary to detect the grasp pose and compute the best graspable affordance for a given object. This is done by using the method as described in Section IV-D. Some of the results corresponding to the grasping algorithm is shown in Figure 23 . As explained before, a GMM model comprising of color (RGB) information and depth curvature information is effective in segmenting the target object from its background as shown in Figure 23(a) and 23(b) respectively. The outcome of the grasping algorithm is shown in Figure 23 (c) and 23(d) respectively. The figure 23(c) shows the best graspable affordance for objects with different shapes while the Figure 23(d) shows the graspable affordance of objects in a clutter.
(a) Gripping Action (b) Suction Action 
C. Object Recognition
Experiments on object recognition are performed using our APC dataset with 6000 images for 40 different objects. The images are taken at different lighting conditions with various background. Pretrained VGG-16 model of the Faster R-CNN is fine tuned using 80% of the whole dataset and remaining 20% is used to validate the recognition performance. Figure  24 presents some object recognition results when tested with new images. Statistical analysis have been carried out on the validation set. We have achieved a mean Average Precision (mAP) of 89.9% for our validation set, which is a pretty good performance for such an unconstrained and challenging environment. The individual precision of randomly picked 29 objects and their mAP are shown in Table IV . Observation shows that, when the objects are deformable, such as cherokee tshirt and creativity stems, the precision are reasonably lower. In our case, the precisions are 74.7% and 73.65% respectively. The performance can be boosted if the size of the dataset is increased with new set of images. Detailed information of the experimental setup are given in the Table III . GPU system NVIDIA Quadro M5000M is used to train the Faster R-CNN VGG-16 model. Objects in an image are detected in just 0.125 second, which is in real-time. In order to compare the recognition performance of VGG-16, we trained and validated the given dataset using ZF model. Object recognition results using VGG-16 is observed to be slightly better than that of ZF model (mAP is 89.3% in case of ZF model). Average precision of individual objects for both the VGG-16 and the ZF model are shown in the Figure 25 . 
D. Direction for future research
While the current system can carry out the picking and stowing tasks with reasonable accuracy and speed, a lot of work still needs to be done before it can be deployed in real world scenarios. Improving the system further forms the direction of our future work. Some of the ways of improving the system is as follows:
• The performance of the system relies on the performance of individual modules, particularly, perception module for object recognition and grasping. One of the future direction would be to carry out research towards improving the performance of the perception module.
• One of the challenges of deep learning based approaches for perception and grasping is the amount of samples required for training such models. Most of these training samples are created manually which is laborious and slow. One of our future direction would be to automate the process of data generation and explore deep learning models that can be trained incrementally [76] or through transfer learning [77] [78].
• The design of custom grippers that can pick all types of objects, including soft and deformable objects, still remains a challenge. Picking items from a closely packed stack of objects is another challenge which will be looked into as a part of our future research.
• The real-time performance of the system needs to be improved further without increasing the infrastructure cost. This can be done by parallelizing several modules, improving CPU utilization and reducing network latency. The use of state machine based software architecture [79] such as ROS SMACH [80] [81] will be explored as a part of our future work.
• Even though the existing motion planning algorithms are quite mature, it is still not possible to deal with all possible cases of failure. One possible way to deal with these extreme cases would be to have a human in loop that intervenes only when a failure is reported by the system. The human operator can then teach the robot through demonstration [82] [83] to deal with such situations. The robot, in turn, can learn from such human inputs over a period of time to deal with such complex situations through methods such as deep reinforcement learning [84] [85] [86] . Some of these directions will be explored in the future.
• The real-world deployment of such systems will be explored through the use of Cloud Robotics platforms like Rapyuta [87] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents the details of a robot-arm based automatic pick and place system for a retail warehouse. The two major tasks which are considered here include (1) picking items from a rack into a tote and, (2) stowing items from a tote to a rack. These two tasks are currently done manually by employing a large number of people in a big warehouse. This work was carried out as a part of our preparation for participating in the Amazon Picking Challenge 2016 event held in Leipzig, Germany. The problem is challenging from several perspectives. Identifying objects from visual images under conditions of varying illumination, occlusion, scaling, rotation and change of shape (for deformable objects) is an open problem in the computer vision literature. This problem is solved in this work by the use of deep learning networks (RCNN) which gives reasonable accuracy suitable for real world operation. The average recognition accuracy is about 90 ± 5% for 29 objects which is obtained by training the RCNN network using 4800 training samples. This is quite small compared what was used by other teams at the competition. The lesser accuracy (resulting in bigger bounding boxes for objects) of the recognition module is compensated by the proposed grasping algorithm that uses surface normals, curvatures in the depth space to segment the target object from background, identify its shape and find suitable graspable affordance which could be used for picking the object either using a suction-based end-effector or a twofinger gripper. Apart from these issues, the constraints on realtime performance also pose significant challenge to real-world deployment of such systems. Currently, we are able to achieve a pick or stow rate of 2.5 objects per minute under normal conditions.
